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Summer – two words - Hot and dry. Whatever theory you subscribe to, the fact that this
summer was hotter and drier than normal due to global warming. Most of the US has
suffered drought conditions and there have been many more tornados. The only place that
has been cooler and pleasant has been in Washington State, very curious! The Elves must
responsible for this.
There are some good things about the summer season. The summer flowers, watching the
animals, seeing baby animals growing up, wild berries, fresh garden vegetables and fruits,
trees and bushes that are a beautiful shade of green.
Sigh, Fall will be with us before we know it.

Events

Reading List for the Quarter

My Monitor Died

Bearers of the Black Staff

Well, it finally happened. My monitor on my main PC decided to give up the
ghost. It was a 18” LCD Flat screen that allowed me to watch HD TV programs
via my Slingbox. I’ve already done some research for a replacement unit. LG
has some real nice widescreen LED LCD super thin monitors. A 22 or 23 inch
wide HD screen should be what I need.

Author: Terry Brooks

The Cleric Quintet
Author: R.A. Salvatore

Sigh, I’ve got to save my nickels and dimes to be able to get one. In the
meantime, I’ll have to use a 14” medium resolution flat LCD that I keep as a
backup. Also, I thinking about replacing my DVD burner with a Blue Ray
burner.

Blood Work
Author: Kim Harrison

Political Stuff
The GOP needs a candidate that can make Resident Obama a one term White
House resident. I’ve been a bit disappointed in most of the candidates.

Next Newsletter
Doctors
Have you ever wondered why doctors prescribe certain medicines? I can’t
believe that doctors don’t bother to check to see what the side effects of
drugs they prescribe. Also, why don’t doctors treat causes rather than
symtoms? And, then they have to prescribe more drugs to take care of the
side effects of the other drugs. Sigh, it’s no wonder the drug companies are
raking in such huge profits!

Date: Fall 2011
Maybe in October.
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